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The occitan-french way to J.V. Foix’s petrarquism, by Gabriella Gavagnin
J.V. Foix’s first poem book, Sol, i de dol, has quite a variety of petrarquian echoes; quo-
tations, thematic reelaborations, some reminiscenses of words and images, appropiation
of rhymes, rithms and other stylistic resources. This article investigates some of these
topics and also makes clear that when Foix approaches Petrarca –in the 20’s and 30’s– he
is backed by, firstly, his interest for french culture and his occitan concerns.
Joan Estelrich: the forgotten predecessor of the studies on Søren Kierkegaard, by
Dolors Perarnau
The aim of this paper is to pay tribute to Joan Estelrich as scholar of the Danish thinker Søren
Kierkegaard. Alongside Unamuno, Estelrich was the forerunner of Kierkegaard in Spain.
Nevertheless, his study on Kierkegaard is not aknowledged and, in general, the precursor
nature of his work is unknown. It is for this reason that this paper offers a review of his
bibliography on Kierkegaard, taking the two essays that Estelrich published in La Revista
(1918-1919) and reissued later in Entre la vida i els llibres (1926) into special account. 
The catalan Pigmalions by Joan Oliver and Xavier Bru de Sala: two contributions
separated by forty years, by Emili Boix
The paper offers a comparative analysis, from sociolinguistic, of the two catalan versions
of Georges Bernard Shaw’s Pygmalion, separated by forty years, the first by Joan Oliver
and the second by Xavier Bru de Sala. The different context of their translation time
explains why tje sociodialects used by Liza, above all, are quite different, and have a dif-
ferent relationship also with Spanish language.
Manent and romanticism, by Jordi Marrugat
This article explains the influence that Romantic English poetry had in Marià Manent’s
works. Starting from his translations of William Blake, John Keats and P.B. Shelley, and
his critical references to these and other poets, the author offers an interpretation of some
of the poetry of Manent, for whom Romanticism was the origin of modern poetry.
Mercè Rodoreda: París 1939 (four letters and a pair of boots), by Maria Campillo
Introduction and transcription of four letters from Mercè Rodoreda, written in Paris in
1939, sent to Cèsar-August Jordana and addressed to a group of writers who were
refugees in Tolosa de Llenguadoc. They are a unique document which enables us to eval-
uate the herty relationships among writers of the Catalan Literature Institute during their
first stages of their exile, before the more conflictive and well-known age of their stay in
Roissy-en-Brie.
